
Assembly Instructions: 
Austrofl ex Savia Bed Frame

A. Lay headboard fl at on the fl oor, brackets facing up. 
(fi g. 1)
B. Make sure the small silver screws are screwed into 
the headboard (these are what the side boards attach to). 
There are four screws in total. 

C. Attach the side boards to the headboard (fi g. 2): 
Make sure the arrows on the circular metal fasteners • 
are lined up with the bolts in the headboard. If arrows 
are not lined up, sideboards will be prevented from 
attaching.
Using the provided large silver allen wrench, turn the • 
circular fasteners clockwise until they are secure.  

TIPS BEFORE STARTING: 
1. We recommend that two people help you to assemble the bed.
2. Please open all boxes and compare the bed frame components with the pictures in this document 
before starting to assemble the bed.   
3. If you are uncertain at all, please call us. Offi ce (toll free): 866-696-8387   After Hours: 310-339-1222

(with headboard)

fi g. 1

fi g. 2
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E. Carefully lift bed frame and lay fl at on the ground. 

F. Affi x foot board to side boards using metal corner braces. Do not fully tighten screws until all 
are partially screwed in. (fi g. 3 & 4)

fi g. 3 fi g. 4
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G. Raise bed frame so that head board is again laying on its back. (fi g. 5)

H. Use long gold screws to affi x metal feet to all four corners of frame. 
(fi g. 6 & 7)  
*TIP: Be sure to line up feet fl ush to the inside corners of the frame.

fi g. 5 fi g. 6

fi g. 7 
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I. Lay frame back onto fl oor, and affi x center beam at desired height. (fi g. 8) (See attached sheet 
for center beam assembly instructions) 

J. Attach L-shaped metal brackets (4 total) to metal face plates on side boards, making certain to 
clip them on at the same height as the center beam. (fi g. 8) 

*TIP: you may need to lightly tap the top edge of L-shaped brackets with a hammer to fully     
secure them to the face plates. 

K. You may now place the bed suspension bases onto the centerbeam and L-shaped brackets, 
followed by the mattresses.

TIP: There should be no squeaks when you rest on the bed. If the bed squeaks, simply rotate the 
bottom of the plastic centerbeam foot to adjust it up or down until the bed suspension base rests 
completely fl at on the centerbeam. Check that each corner of the bed suspension is resting fl at 
on its support. (In order to access the centerbeam foot, you will need to remove the mattress and 
bed suspension base from one half of the bed.)
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